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Abstract. A solution for dynamic stress concentration of buried pipeline with different material 
properties subjected to incident P waves is given by wave function expansion method. Through 
the quantitative analysis of the dynamic response of pipeline structures subjected to blasting 
seismic waves, the influence of the incident wave numbers, diameter-thick ratio and buried depth 
on dynamic stress concentration of both Q235 and X70 pipelines was revealed in the paper. 
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1. Introduction 
Buried pipelines are widely used for the transportation of oil and gas. When suffering impact, 
they may cause severe secondary disasters [1, 2]. For this reason, numerous researchers use 
various methods to investigate the problem. The problem has previously been investigated by  
[3-5]. Sancar and Pao [6] use the wave function expansion method to study the scattering of the 
plane harmonic pressure wave by two cylindrical cavities in an elastic solid. C. A. Davis [7] used 
Fourier-Bessel series and a convex approximation to study the transverse response of underground 
cavities and pipes to incident SV waves. Kattis et al. [8] used the boundary element method to 
solve the problem of incident P and SV waves by tunnels in an infinite poroelastic saturated soil. 
The problem was studied by many other researchers [9-11]. 
The present paper investigated the dynamic response of buried steel pipeline with different 
material types subjected to blast wave. The material types are Q235 and X70. Utilizing the wave 
function expansion method, the solutions of Helmholtz Equations are obtained. By utilizing the 
boundary and continuity conditions between the surrounding soil and the steel pipeline, the results 
can finally be acquired. The influence factors of the analytical solutions were also presented in the 
paper. 
2. Theoretical analysis model 
The dynamic response of shallow buried pipeline system impacted by blast wave can be 
reduced to the diffraction of steady P wave around a circular tube in half infinite space (Fig. 1). 
The surrounding medium and the pipeline can be assumed as isotropic uniform elastic material. 
The material properties can be determined by the Lame constants ߣ and ߤ and density ߩ. The inner 
and outer radius of the pipeline were ܽ and ܾ respectively, and the buried depth ℎ. In order to 
acquire the wave function that exactly satisfied zero stress condition, we used a convex surface 
with the radius of curvature ܮ to approximate the flat free surface. Previous researches indicated 
that we could get more exact solution with larger radius ܮ. So we choose ܮ = 104ܾ in the analysis. 
3. Wave field in half infinite space 
3.1. Incident wave potential function 
The incident plane P wave with the frequency ߱ has an angle ߠఈ pendicular to the axis of the 
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pipeline. In the rectangular coordinates system, the potential function can be expressed as: 
߮ሺ௜ሻሺݔ, ݕሻ = expሾ݅ߙଵሺݔsinߠఈ − ݕcosߠఈሻሿ, (1)
where ߙଵ denotes the incident wave number, ߙଵ = ߱ ܥ௉ଵ⁄ ; ܥ௉ଵ denotes the P wave velocity in half 
infinite space; the time factor exp ሺ−݅߱ݐሻ is ignored. 
 
Fig. 1. Analysis model and the coordinate system 
3.2. Reflected wave potential function 
The incident plane P wave is reflected from the free surface, generating both P wave ߮ሺ௥ሻ and 
SV wave Ψሺ௥ሻ. The incident and reflected waves in the polar coordinate systems are written in the 
form of Fourier-Bessel series: 
߮ሺ௜ା௥ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܬ௡ሺߙଵݎଵሻ൫ܣ଴,௡cos݊ߠଵ + ܤ଴,௡sin݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (2)
߰ሺ௥ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܬ௡ሺߚଵݎଵሻ൫ܥ଴,௡sin݊ߠଵ + ܦ଴,௡cos݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (3)
where: 
ܣ଴,௡ = ߝ௡݅௡cos݊ߠఈ൫ሺ−1ሻ௡expሺ−݅ߙଵℎcosߠఈሻ + ݇ଵexpሺ݅ߙଵℎcosߠఈሻ൯,
ܤ଴,௡ = ߝ௡݅௡sin݊ߠఈ൫−ሺ−1ሻ௡expሺ−݅ߙଵℎcosߠఈሻ + ݇ଵexpሺ݅ߙଵℎcosߠఈሻ൯,
ܥ଴,௡ = ߝ௡݅௡݇ଶsin݊ߠఉexp൫݅ߚଵℎcosߠఉ൯,
ܦ଴,௡ = ߝ௡݅௡݇ଶcos݊ߠఉexp൫݅ߚଵℎcosߠఉ൯,
and ܬ௡ denotes the first kind of Hankel function; ߝ௡ denotes Neumann factor: when ݊ = 0, ߝ௡ = 1; 
when ݊ ൐ 0, ߝ௡ = 2. 
3.3. Scattering wave potential function 
In the infinite half space, the incident P wave generates both scattering P wave and SV wave 
at the interface and the convex surface. There are four scattering waves in the pipeline: two 
outward propagating waves and two inward propagating waves excited by the incident plane wave. 
Their potential function can be expressed as: 
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ଵ߮
ሺ௟ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܬ௡ሺߙଶݎଵሻ൫ܣଵ,௡௟ cos݊ߠଵ + ܤଵ,௡௟ sin݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (4)
ଵ߰
ሺ௟ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܬ௡ሺߚଶݎଵሻ൫ܥଵ,௡௟ sin݊ߠଵ + ܦଵ,௡௟ cos݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (5)
߮ଶሺ௟ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܪ௡ሺߙଶݎଵሻ൫ܣଶ,௡௟ cos݊ߠଵ + ܤଶ,௡௟ sin݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (6)
߰ଶሺ௟ሻሺݎଵ, ߠଵሻ = ෍ ܪ௡ሺߚଶݎଵሻ൫ܥଶ,௡௟ sin݊ߠଵ + ܦଶ,௡௟ cos݊ߠଵ൯
ஶ
௡ୀ଴
, (7)
where ߙଶ, ߚଶ denotes the wave number of P wave and SV wave respectively. 
3.4. Solution of the model 
At the convex free surface ݎଶ = ܮ, the continuity conditions are: 
ߪ௥௥ሺ௦ሻ = 0,   ߪ௥ఏሺ௦ሻ = 0. (8)
At the outer surface of the pipeline ݎଵ = ܾ, the stress and displacement continuity conditions 
are: 
൝ߪ௥௥
ሺ௦ሻ = ߪ௥௥ሺ௟ሻ,   ߪ௥ఏሺ௦ሻ = ߪ௥ఏሺ௟ሻ,
ݑ௥ሺ௦ሻ = ݑ௥ሺ௟ሻ,   ݑఏሺ௦ሻ = ݑఏሺ௟ሻ.
(9)
At the inner surface of the pipeline ݎଵ = ܽ, the continuity conditions are: 
ߪ௥௥ሺ௟ሻ = 0,   ߪ௥ఏሺ௟ሻ = 0. (10)
For the plane strain problem of a poroelastic medium, the displacements and the stresses have 
the following expressions: 
൞
ݑ௥ =
∂߮
∂ݎ +
1
ݎ
∂߰
∂ߠ ,
ݑఏ =
1
ݎ
∂߮
∂ߠ −
∂߰
∂ݎ ,
 (11)
ە
ۖۖ
۔
ۖۖ
ۓߪ௥௥ = ߣ∇ଶ߮ + 2ߤ ቈ
∂ଶ߮
∂ݎଶ +
∂
∂ݎ ൬
1
ݎ
∂߰
∂ߠ൰቉ ,
ߪఏఏ = ߣ∇ଶ߮ + 2ߤ ቈ
1
ݎ ቆ
∂߮
∂ݎ +
1
ݎ
∂ଶ߰
∂ߠଶቇ +
1
ݎ ቆ
1
ݎ
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∂ଶ߰
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1
ݎ
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∂ݎ ∂ߠ −
1
ݎଶ
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1
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 (12)
where ∇ଶ߮ = பమఝப௥మ +
ଵ
௥
பఝ
ப௥ +
ଵ
௥మ
பమఝ
பఏమ; ݑ௥ and ݑఏ denote the radial and circumferential displacement 
in the polar coordinate system; ߪ௥௥, ߪఏఏ, ߪ௥ఏ denote radial stress, the hoop stress and shear stress 
respectively; ߣ, ߤ denote Lame constant. Through the above equations we can acquire the stress 
and displacement of the buried pipeline. 
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4. Results and discussion 
Two different material types are discussed here: Q235 and X70. The influence factors of the 
dynamic stress concentration factor ܭఏఏ  was studied respectively. The influence factors are 
defined as follows: ߜ denotes the product of the incident wave number and the outer radius of the 
pipeline, ߜ = ߙଵܾ = ܾ߱ ܥ௉ଵ⁄ ; ߟ denotes the ratio of the outer and inner radius of the pipeline,  
ߟ = ܾ ܽ⁄ ; ߭ denotes the ratio of buried depth and the inner radius of the pipeline; ߠఈ denotes the 
incident angle of the blast wave. The value range of the factors can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1. The value range of the influence factors 
Dimensionless parameters ߜ ߟ ߭ ߠఈ
Q235 1.0 1.05 2.0 30 
X70 0-3.0 1.02-1.10 1.0-5.0 0-90 
4.1. Influence of incident wave number 
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the distribution of ܭఏఏ  on the inner surface of the pipeline for  
ߟ = 1.05, ߥ = 2.0, ߠఈ = 30°. The figures indicate that the hoop stress of both Q235 and X70 
pipelines are more sensitive to higher space frequency ߜ. And Q235 are more sensitive compared 
with X70. 
 
a) Q235 
 
b) X70 
Fig. 2. Distribution of ܭఏఏ on the inner surface of the pipeline 
 
a) Q235 
 
b) X70 
Fig. 3. Relationship between ܭఏఏ and the incident P wave number 
Fig. 3 shows the relationships between ܭఏఏ and the incident P wave number. From Fig. 3(a) 
and 3(b) we can see ܭఏఏ decrease exponentially on the intervals ߜ ∈ ሺ0, 0.5ሻ with the increase of 
the incident wave number. This means that the hoop stress of shallow buried pipeline is more 
sensitive to low frequency blast seismic waves. The value of ܭఏఏ keeps oscillating on the intervals 
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ߜ ∈ ሺ0.5, 3ሻ, with some peak values. For ߠ = 0º, the peak value increase with the increase of ߜ, 
and reaches to the maximum value when ߜ = 2.65. For ߠ = 60º, the peak value decrease with the 
increase of ߜ, and the peak value reaches to the maximum value when ߜ = 0.85. 
4.2. Influence of the diameter-thick ratio 
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the relationship between ܭఏఏ and diameter-thick ratio. In a certain 
thickness range, the hoop stress of Q235 has three different peak values. The first two values are 
small and the last one is large. For ߠఈ = 5º, the hoop stress reaches to the maximum when the 
diameter-thick ratio is 1.075. The hoop stress of X70 also has three peak values. But the values 
are not so quite different compare with Q235. For ߠ = 60º, the peak value of the hoop stress 
reaches to the maximum when the incident angle is 15º. 
 
a) Q235 
 
b) X70 
Fig. 4. Relationship between ܭఏఏ and diameter-thick ratio 
4.3. Influence of the buried depth 
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show relationship between ܭఏఏ and buried depth of Q235. From the figures we 
can see that ܭఏఏ presented a periodic change with the increase of the buried depth. For ߟ = 1.05, 
the periodic number reaches to maximum when ߠ = 0º, ߜ = 2.0. For ߜ = 2.0, the periodic number 
reaches to maximum when ߠ = 60º, ߟ = 1.05. 
 
a) ߟ = 1.05  b) ߜ = 2.0 
Fig. 5. Relationship between ܭఏఏ and buried depth of Q235 
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show relationship between ܭఏఏ and buried depth of X70. From the figures 
we can see that ܭఏఏ also presented a periodic change with the increasing of the buried depth. For 
ߟ = 1.05, ߠ = 60º, the periodic number reaches to maximum when ߠ = 60º, ߜ = 3.0. For ߜ = 2.0, 
the periodic number reaches to maximum when ߟ = 1.02, ߠ = 0º. 
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a) ߟ = 1.05  b) ߜ = 2.0 
Fig. 6. Relationship between ܭఏఏ and buried depth of X70 
5. Conclusions 
The paper uses the wave function expansion method to study the influence factors of shallow 
buried pipeline. Numerical results show that, incident wave numbers, diameter-thick ratio and 
buried depth have direct influence on the response of the pipeline. ܭఏఏ decrease exponentially on 
the intervals ߜ ∈ ሺ0, 0.5ሻ with the increase of the incident wave number. In a certain thickness 
range, both of the two pipelines have three peak values, but the forms of the curves are different 
with each other. ܭఏఏ also presented a periodic change with the increase of the buried depth. The 
results can be used in seismic design. 
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